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Abstract: The issues of the construction and demolition (C&D) waste have become an increasing 
crucial concern in the world. This study classified the stages of C&D waste development and 
investigated the rapid development stages to identify the most influential scholars and countries by 
bibliometric analysis. And then, the key words revealed the emerging research areas, such as CO2, 
information technology, and human factors. And then, we discussed the main research areas in the 
future, such as energy consumption, carbon footprint, stakeholders, circular economy, and the whole 
life cycle of C&D Waste with the BIM and Big Data. This study proposed a new guide for the 
researchers to link the current research to the future trends in the field of C&D Waste 

1. Introduction 
Construction and demolition waste (C&D waste) is the solid waste generated during the 

construction, maintenance, and demolition process of buildings or structures[1]. C&D activities have 
brought increasing amounts of C&D waste, which has a significant environmental and social 
negative impact[2]. How to reduce C&D waste and the potential damage has become an urgent issue 
in the whole world. The research of C&D waste minimization and recycling is the most interesting 
in the past decades[3]. Current studies show that the factors (the economic efficiency, human factor 
of stakeholders) are hindering the C&D waste management development[4]. Thus, the 
mulity-disciplinary research trend is revealing the social motives and institutions associated with 
C&D waste. The new technologies will apply in C&D waste management, such as BIM, GIS, 
circular economy, and healthy culture in the future. 

These existing studies have adopted technological and management perspectives to review the 
research area of C&D waste.It is important to analyze the current status of C&D waste research and 
identifies research frontiers. Here, we performed a bibliometric analysis of the collected literature. 

2. Methodology 
2.1 Research Methodology 

The research methodology of this study has a bibliometric analysis and a scientometric analysis. 
We monitored and evaluated the relevant publications by bibliometric analysis, and then we 
explored and analyzed the C&D waste to provide a broader view to capture the recent developments, 
and to identify the emerging areas of the specific field. 

2.2 Data Source 
It is reported that the Web of Science (WoS) was chosen as the database to most bibliometrics 

studies data source because it contained a wide range of literature from various disciplines 
(engineering, social sciences, medicine, management, and philosophy) with its cutting-edge and of 
high quality[5]. “Construction waste” OR “Construction and demolition Waste” OR “C&D waste” 
were used as research terms to filter the literature from 1998 to 2021. Meanwhile, the literature 
language is limited to English. The raw resources were the contents of 15323 publications in the 
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field of C&D waste from the core set of WoS, which is the Citation Index database, containing a 
total of 201 of the most influential peer-reviewed journals. Literature types included articles, review 
papers, conference proceedings papers, data papers, and papers published online. Editorial materials, 
letters, and book reviews were excluded. 

3. Results of Scientometric Analysis 
3.1 Trends in Literature Publication 

The number of relevant publications in C&D waste reflects upward trend through the yearly 
quantitative distribution. As the Figure 1 shows the number of papers published each year has been 
increasing since 1998. The publication trend can be roughly divided into three stages: the 
exploration phase (1998-2009), the initial growth phase (2009-2013), and the rapid development 
phase (2013-2021). According to the exiting research, most of the research results in the exploration 
and initial growth stages have been widely used, so this paper will examine the 12,579 research 
results in the rapid growth stage to study of the status and development trend of C&D waste field. 

 
Fig.1 Publication of C&d Waste Literature 

3.2 Analysis of Research Subjects 
3.2.1 Co-Authorship Analysis 

A total of 39,245 scholars had published literature in the 12,579 literature. Among them, the 
scholar Arulrajah published the largest number of literature with 95 papers. According to the 
calculation of Price law, authors with 8 or more publications were core authors, and there were 287 
eligible authors who had published 3817 publications. The publications were about 30% of the total 
number of publications. 

As shown in Figure 2, the core authors were analyzed by VOSviewer software. Each node 
represented an author, meanwhile the node size indicated the number of publications by that author. 
The connections between nodes represented collaboration, with thicker connection lines indicating 
closer collaboration between individual scholars, and different colors representing different clusters 
of author collaboration. Approximately 29 clusters were formed by 287 authors, with a total of 1557 
connecting lines and a connection strength of 4288. As shown in the figure, a research team was 
formed with Arulrajah as the main author to analyze the situation of C&D waste recycling. Another 
research team was formed by Weisheng Lu, Hongping Yuan, Jiayuan Wang, and other scholars. 
They were cored Chinese scholars and focused on issues related to C&D waste in eastern coastal 
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cities such as Hong Kong and Guangzhou. 

 
Fig.2 Co-Authorship 

 
Fig.3 Co-Country 

3.2.2 Countries Active in C&d Waste Research 
To identify the productive and influential countries involved in C&D waste research and the 

cooperation between them, we analyzed the distribution of countries (Figure 3). There were 147 
different countries involved in 12,579 documents. As, Figure 3 showed the 96 countries with the 
strongest association consisted of 96 nodes, 1434 connected line segments, and a total connection 
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strength of 6990. The top 5 countries in terms of the number of articles issued were China, the 
United States, India, Spain, and Australia, which China had the highest number of articles issued 
with 3,056, accounting for 24%. The size of the connection strength indicated the amount of 
cooperation between countries. The highest connection strength was China, and the followed were 
the United States, Australia, the United Kingdom, and Spain. 

3.3 Keywords Analysis 
3.3.1 Co-Occurrence of Keywords 

Keywords co-occurrence analysis studied the co-occurrence of keywords in selected articles, 
which were used to describe the core content and structure of a specific field and reveal the frontiers. 
VOSviewer software was used to analyze 12,579 documents for keyword co-occurrence, and all of 
556 keywords were finally qualified. As shown in Figure 4, except for the keywords “construction” 
and “waste”, the most frequent keyword was “performance” (frequency=1682). Most of these 
keywords appeared in the literature about construction waste management to improve the 
performance of construction waste from the perspective of construction waste stakeholders[6]. The 
frequency of “concrete” (frequency = 1599) co-occurrence is also higher, which discussed in terms 
of both performance tests and critical material recovery performance[7]. In addition to the two 
keywords mentioned above, “mechanical-properties” (frequency = 1180) followed closely, focusing 
on the mechanical properties of waste that can be suitable for reuse in construction[8]. 

 
Fig.4 Co-Keywords 
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Fig.5 Keywords Timeline 

3.3.2 Keywords Clustering 
Referring to the results of keyword co-occurrence in Figure 4, different keywords had different 

colors, and each color represented a cluster. The 556 keywords formed a total of 4 clusters (Table 1). 
In the decades, the main studies were environmental hazards of C&D waste (#1), recycling of C&D 
Waste (#2, #4), and management of C&D Waste (#3). 

Table 1 Construction Waste Keyword Clustering 
Cluster ID Quantity Content 
#1Red 166 waste-water, removal,water,bottom ash, temperature, heavy-metals, adsorption,soil, 

reduction, municipal solid-waste,recovery,sludge; 
#2Green 157 concrete,performance,mechanical-properties,fly-ash,strength,compressive strength, 

durability,cement,microstructure,mortar,recycled aggregate 
#3Blue 157 construction, demolition waste, management, sustainability, life-cycle assessment, 

construction and demolition waste,waste management,circular economy,life cycle 
assessment 

#4Yellow 76 waste, behavior, aggregates, recycle, stabilization, mixtures, recycled concrete 
aggregate, lime, pavement,asphalt,filler,brick,road construction 

3.3.3 Keywords Evolution Analysis 
The keyword timeline view of publications on C&D waste from 2013 to 2021 was shown in 

Figure 5. The size of the circle node indicated the frequency of the keyword; and the larger the node, 
the more frequently the keyword appeared. The timeline in which the node was located indicates the 
point in time when the keyword first appeared in the literature. 

Figure 5 showed that C&D waste had a wider range of studies in 2013. Such as: “cement”, 
“performance”, “management”, “concrete”. When the keywords as “environmental impact”, 
“China”, and “compressive strength” started to appear with high frequency in 2014, it demonstrated 
that research on recycled C&D waste was further developed[9], and a large number of studies were 
conducted in Shanghai and Shenzhen which the cities of China. The use of recycle C&D waste to 
mortar production was verified by a large number of experiments in 2015[10]. The keywords 
(“mortar”, “sustainable”, “municipal solid waste”, etc) proposed the idea of C&D waste 
minimization, and then scholars began to explore the influence of designers' attitudes on their waste 
minimization behavior in 2016[11]. In the following years, keywords such as “CO2”, “big data”, 
“supply chain”, “energy consumption”, “concrete aggregate” and “high-performance concrete” 
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gradually appeared, but not very frequently, showing that the research had entered a 
multi-disciplinary stage. More and more attention was paid to research directions such as improving 
the performance of C&D waste as recycled aggregates, energy consumption, and CO2 emission 
comparison between recycled C&D waste and virgin building materials, the big data to reduce the 
production of C&D waste, and the supply chain of C&D waste. Thus, the keywords of the change 
can also reflect the migration of research hotspots in the field of C&D waste. 

4. Conclusion 
Herein, a bibliometric analysis was performed based on the publications in the field of C&D 

waste. The study visualized and analyzed the literature related to C&D waste in a rapidly 
developing stage by using two bibliometric software, VOSviewer and Citespace. Most of the 287 
core authors form a research group for the study, and the academic exchange and collaboration have 
contributed to the development of the field. This paper reveals the research hotspots in the field of 
C&D Waste as well as the development trend. The relevant conclusions are as follows: 

(1) The relationship between carbon emissions and recycled of C&D waste. The construction 
industry consumes a lot of resources and has a huge carbon footprint. Energy recovery converts 
non-recyclable C&D waste materials into useful energies such as heat, electricity, or fuel. The 
environmental impacts (e.g., carbon footprint) associated with C&D wastes 

(2) Application of information technology in the field of C&D waste. Information tools (e.g. Bim, 
big data, and artificial intelligence) can improve the scientific accuracy of research in all aspects of 
the C&D waste field. Thus, studies integrating information technology domains could put more 
attention and lead to significant contributions to the C&D Waste research. 

(3) A study of human factors in the whole life cycle of C&D waste. A more comprehensive 
decision-making system can be incorporated in whole stages. LCA would be implemented in the all 
stages by considering multiple factors such as cultures and human behaviors. 

Moreover, the findings of this paper are limited to the selected sample of the included its 
literature sample. Editorial material, letters, book reviews were excluded. In addition, the literature 
data did not report studies or actual outputs in other languages other than English. Future research 
would need to further identify uncertainties between the latest industrial practices and academic 
research. 
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